The Rainbow Layer Cake
made from round Boxes
decorated with Silk Clay
Creamy
The unicorn layer cake is made from round
boxes painted with craft paint and decorated
with Silk Clay horns and ears. They are
decorated further with Silk Clay Creamy and
art metal gold paint.

Inspiration: 14919
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Draw stripes with a pencil on the large
box.

Paint stripes between the pencil lines
with craft paint on the large box.
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Paint the small box with craft paint.

Roll out a piece of Silk Clay measuring
approx. 30 cm for the horn.
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Lightly squeeze the middle and twist the
ends around each other to form a horn.
Finally cut off the end.

Roll out a piece of Silk Clay for ears, cut
in half as illustrated.
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Roll out a piece of Silk Clay for ears, cut
in half as illustrated.

Lightly press the horn and the ears onto
the small box lid. (Silk Clay sticks onto
items without using glue).
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Paint the horn and ears with Art Metal
gold paint.

You may make Silk Clay Creamy
decorations on a piece of plastic. Leave it
to dry before removing them from the
plastic. They should still remain slightly
sticky so that they stick onto the box lid.
Alternatively leave them to dry
completely and then glue them onto the
box lid.
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Decorate directly on the box lid.

Place the finished lid on top of the box.
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Draw eyes with a pencil. Make sure that
the joint of the box is at the back.

Draw the eyes with a black permanent
marker. It is important to use a permanent
marker – otherwise the pen line rubs off.
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Another variant

Place the small box on top of the large
box and draw the circumference of the
box lightly onto the large lid. Only
decorate the outer edge of the large box
with Silk Clay Creamy. Remember to
leave enough space for the small box to
be placed on top.
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